Quality Control Inspector

Must be able to travel to undetermined sites around the US for a duration of up to 6+ months (per diem included).

**Summary:** Responsible for completing inspections and tests under the direction of the Site QC Supervisor.

**Essential Duties and Responsibilities** include the following: Other duties may be assigned.

- Document inspections daily.
- Effectively communicate with foreman and superintendent to assure specifications and code inspections are met.
- Understand and interpret ASME and AWS codes, specifications and customer requirements. Understand addenda and interpretation of jurisdictional law and regulations. Verify correct filler wire for materials and processes being used.
- Review radiographs for required sensitivity, complete identification and interpret results with occasional assistance from Level III. Schedule Radiography and PWHT if necessary.
- Appropriately train and supervise staff quality control functions, documentation of quality control activities and reporting for clients.
- Verify welding personnel are working within their range of qualifications.
- Perform calculations and write reports from quality findings.
- Schedule authorized inspector (AI) for required inspections and complete sign-off of weld travelers.

**Supervisory Responsibilities:**

Under the direction of the Field QC Supervisor, oversee the quality process at assigned site and assist in the supervision of on-site employees to ensure quality programs and regulations are being followed.

**Education and/or Experience:**

- Bachelor’s degree (B.A.) from four year college or university desired with at least three years related experience and/or training; or at least five years quality experience.
- AWS CWI certification required.

Job Type: Full-time

Salary: $30.00 to $45.00 /hour